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About This Game

 Perform fitness

The most authentic fitness simulation puts you in the shoes of a rookie who wants to fight his way up the fitness olymp. Perform
fitness, get sponsored and become the fittest person in the universe. With real exercise fottage and real challenge.

How would it feel to be a professional fitness performer? Glory on the victorious and shame on the loser. Risking it all for the
best performance. See for yourself how to get real in this authentic fitness simulator.

 Do you have what it takes to master fitness?

features

 hip hop soundtrack
 different challenging exercises
 Get money for fitness items
 live action fitness footage
 get injured performing fitness
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This game is AWESOME. Its lots of fun, replayable, and the chances are, I'm addicted to it. You should definitally buy this
game, if you're into shooters in general.. Generally great action game with adrenaline.. THIS SOFTWERE USED TO WORK
THEN IT UPDATED AND DOES NOT WORK ANYMORE! AND THE DEVS ARE ABOUT AS USEFULL AS A WET
TOWEL! AVOID, AVOID AT ALL COSTS COS IF SOMETHING GOES WRONG FOR YOU IT WILL NOT GET
SORTED AND THE DEVS WILL KEEP YOUR MONEY!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Okay. I don't usually write reviews for games, and when
I do I spend a pretty hefty amount of time with them. But this? This needs to be addressed as soon as possible.

This game isn't that good.

It sounds okay in paper, but it fails dramatically in execution. The score system is confusing, the game goes so fast that you can't
react to anything (slo-mo doesn't help) or it goes so slow that you get bored. The amount of blocks spawned is ludicrous, even
for hard rythm games. I can barely see the very transparent powerups in a sea of blocks that spawn out of nowhere. That bar up
there? It's an ammunition bar and not a cooldown bar like I assumed it was. Why not an ammo counter? Why a bar?
The worst part is the song indexing. You need to put your local songs into a specific folder in the local files for the game to
index them and let you play them. Rythm Rush did the same but that game at least has the decency to easily link you to the
correct directory. This one has nothing saying where to go or what to do for local song indexing. I didn't try the streaming
feature, but it sounds like an okay alternative.

Overall, I can say that this is the first musical generation game that I disliked. Please buy something else with your money..
Can't wait to get some 7-1's.. The game is short, feels like a demo lenght.. Charming. Nice tunes.
- Short. Lineair. Hardly challenging.

The changing between eras is really smooth, and the world is very charming, kind of Oddworld-like.
The excuse plot is paper, and the puzzles barely touch the possibilities offered by time travel. Some are "plant sapling, tree
grows", sure, but most of them could simply have the two eras as "changing planes". The presentation is fine, but the main
course is left wanting.
Got it on ridiculous sale, recommended for that price.
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Heyyo, it's a fun enough game... but it just doesn't compete with how epic Guns of Icarus Online is.... Started of as good turned
to bad halve way, which is very short, since it took 5 hours to do everything in this game. Such short amount of hours in RPG is
unacceptable. Other things are not good too: You get randome encouters way to often, combat is boring, long and repetitive,
numbers you see on accuracy are lies, otherwise I don't know how in 10 turn fight with acc at 95% i missed 4 out of 10 attacks,
3 of which was in a row, monsters have way to much HP. Story was okay, but generic. Music's forgetable and only thing I liked
was few gravestone jokes. Overall not good.. Monday Night Combat is a third person shooter set in the future, where you play
one of 6 different types of clones in a sporting setting (If you already didn't know that).
The objective is not unlike DOTA - Push your bots to the enemy base and kill the bots coming to yours.

It is very clear to see that alot of work has been put into this game - Uber Entertainment have gone all out with the theme. There
is a proper commentary announcer present, the levels are HUGE stadiums and there are passive 'skills' known as Endorsements
which are provided by 24 different sponsers.

However, I feel as if the marketing people pushed this game into the world too early. There are alot of bugs, both gameplay wise
and hardware/software specific. I had to jump through hoops to even launch the game, then more to play it, only to be annoyed
by more bugs in game.

Do not buy this game unless you are prepared to play a Beta - I fail to see how this game even left Beta status in the first place..
This is a updated review as of 11-5-14

The UI "was" awful, Its much better now with new update. It still has poor sound that is very muffled. It now has better
conveyance of who is firing or being fired on. The camera got a major overhaul. The pan smothing is much better now. When
someone does get killed they just slump. This game does have potential and is getting better.

This is a updated review as of 11-5-14. + Very cute.
+ Very relaxing.
+ The evolution system is realistic.
+ You can feel the power growing.

- Kind of dislike the fact that we must kill our own beetles.
- Don't be too boldy. It is a relaxing game. Not a "Conquer as quick as possible" game.
- You end up with a mess on the floor.
- Decorations are useless and lack of potential.
- Kind of annoying how the inventories work. Lack of organization. Annoying to navigate.

Conclusion :
I am really not sure if this game is supposed to be beautiful or efficient...
There are few features to make things prettier (Beetles' skin \/ Decoration \/ Custom name \/ Funny objects \/ Sweet
environments), but it's all meaningless. Customing beetles is meaningless since you kill them almost automatically. Plus, they are
not remembered (no historical time line). You feel so proud when you breed a very strong beetle, but 10 minutes later, you must
kill it because it's less efficient. I don't know, it feels wrong to me.
For the decorations, either they last few minutes, or it last forever but it is pointless. It's like a Sims game, but all your furnitures
disappear eventually because they are rotten.

Real conclusion :
It's a fun game, but I got bored after few hours.
I still recommend it because of "EVOLUTION" and "CUTENESS"!
However, you need patience to appreciate the beauty of the game (in general) !
Don't attach yourself to anything in the game, or else you might be disappointed.
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